BUILD STRONGER CASES

SIMPLE EVIDENCE MANAGEMENT WITH COMMANDCENTRAL VAULT
Your agency chooses to use Pronto as a comprehensive and flexible
mobile information solution for frontline police officers. Pronto
simplifies and streamlines disparate business processes, removes the
burden of managing essential information and puts the power back
into the hands of your front line users. By combining the power of
Pronto with CommandCentral Vault, for free, you can further streamline
evidence collection, storage, and sharing.
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In addition, for agencies using Motorola Solutions VideoBadge
Cameras and Pronto today, this free CommandCentral Vault offer
also allows for the storage of VideoBadge footage. With this offer,
footage and all associated meta-data are automatically uploaded to
CommandCentral Vault, preserving the chain of custody. The digital
evidence is tagged with the case ID, eliminating time consuming
manual association.

FREE OFFER FOR EXISTING
CUSTOMERS
FEATURE

PRONTO
CUSTOMERS

PRONTO +
VIDEOBADGE
CUSTOMERS

EVIDENCE CAPTURE:
Capture images, video and audio directly
from Pronto. The content and associated
meta-data is then automatically uploaded to
CommandCentral Vault for easy, immediate
use. Chain of custody is also established at
the moment of capture so you never need to
subpoena devices.
EVIDENCE STORAGE:
This free offer includes 1.5 TB of
CommandCentral Vault storage. Because
CommandCentral Vault is cloud-based
you eliminate the need to invest in onpremises storage and recurring hardware
maintenance. Additional storage can be
purchased in 250 GB blocks.
EVIDENCE SHARING:
Easily and securely send case content to
partners, with chain of custody intact.
Sharing with prosecutors, other agencies and
the community can be facilitated through an
email link with an accompanying audit log.*
*Only available through the free trial until 31st December 2020.

BODY-WORN INTEGRATION:
Integrate your Motorola Solutions
VideoBadge Cameras and VideoManager
with CommandCentral Vault. Body-worn
camera and Pronto video, audio and image
files are readily available through simple
media upload and incident autocorrelation.
REMOTE EVIDENCE COLLECTION:
Gather digital evidence directly from the
public via an agency-generated link or QR
code. The individual can then easily upload
evidence from a web-enabled device, and all
evidence is automatically tagged, stored, and
managed in CommandCentral Vault.

Seamlessly and securely integrate Pronto, VideoBadge Cameras, and
CommandCentral Vault so you can consolidate digital evidence and
management workflows into a single, end-to-end experience.
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UPGRADE TO MAXIMISE DIGITAL EVIDENCE
COMMANDCENTRAL VAULT UPGRADE OPTION

CommandCentral Vault’s integration with Pronto and Videobadge is only the beginning. CommandCentral Vault provides a single view of all your
digital evidence, including: public submissions, CCTV, crime scene photos, forensics, 999 call recordings, Airwave TETRA voice traffic, and digital
interview recordings, along with full CAD and RMS correlation.
Using automated connectors, CommandCentral Vault streamlines workflows and helps your agency more efficiently manage digital evidence,
investigate new leads with integrated tools, maps and analytics and supports a wide range of sharing capabilities, including CPS, coroners and
courts partners.
CommandCentral Vault is fully hosted in the United Kingdom and accredited in accordance with the Home Office, MoPI standards and DETS.

ADDITIONAL CAPABILITIES WITH
YOUR UPGRADE

C ommandCentral Vault also has additional capabilities outside of the
free offer:
Redaction: Eliminate the tedious process of going
through footage frame-by-frame with point-and-click,
object-based redaction. Simply select the object or
individual and CommandCentral Vault will process
the request across the entire video, saving hours
of time.

IMMEDIATE OPERATIONAL BENEFITS
TIME SAVINGS: Alleviate the burden of manually requesting,
collecting, managing and sharing digital evidence, thus saving time,
avoiding fines for lost evidence and maintaining the chain of custody.
QUICK ACCESS: Improve the integrity of evidence in court with
immediate access to digital evidence. This enables Police Forces to
commence investigations sooner, open new lines of enquiry and close
cases faster.
REDUCE COSTS: CommandCentral Vault complements existing
investments by bringing siloed solutions into one workflow. As
a hosted cloud solution, CommandCentral Vault is designed for
exponential processing and storage growth, ultimately saving on
infrastructure and maintenance costs.
MULTI-AGENCY COLLABORATION: Easily and securely share case
content by providing direct access to evidence with a limited access
login. This allows evidence to be viewed in court without duplication
or a physical transfer.
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COMMANDCENTRAL

THE ONLY END-TO-END PUBLIC SAFETY SOFTWARE SUITE
INCIDENT AWARENESS

COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT

EMERGENCY
CALL
MANAGEMENT

INCIDENT MANAGEMENT
VOICE &
COMPUTER
AIDED DISPATCH

REAL-TIME
INTELLIGENCE
OPERATIONS

CommandCentral is our trusted and unified suite of Motorola Solutions
public safety software. By unifying Big Data and streamlining
workflows from call to case closure, CommandCentral puts your
information to better use, improves safety for critical personnel and
helps keep your focus on the communities you serve.

FIELD RESPONSE
& REPORTING

POST-INCIDENT RESOLUTION
RECORDS
& EVIDENCE
MANAGEMENT

ANALYSIS &
INVESTIGATION

JAIL & INMATE
MANAGEMENT

CommandCentral Vault is our digital evidence management software
and a key element in this end-to-end software suite, setting the
foundation for an evidence-based operation. With CommandCentral
Vault, you can simplify content management, quickly review a case,
and easily and securely share evidence with partners for more
seamless collaboration.

To learn more, visit: motorolasolutions.com/commandcentral
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